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~ Many public school administrators subscribe to the notion that as 
a prerequisite to being promoted to the position of principal, an indi-
vidual must have served in a lower leadership or supervisory position, 
usually that of assistant principal. The reasoning that supports this 
logic seems to be based on the contention that a positive relationship 
exists between leadership training and leadership effectiveness, +-
irrespective of an individual's leadership style (the underlying need-
structure.of the individual that motivates his behavior in various 
leadership situations) and the circumstances in which the individual 
has been placed. A review of the literature and relevant abstracts 
reveals no research which directly addressed itself to a test of this 
widely held notion. Consequently, the current method utilized by many 
school systems to fill principal vacancies may need to be re-evaluated. 
The present research investigation, conducted in two large sub-
"'"' ~ ,fl urban school districts, will attempt to test Fiedler's Contingency 
Model of Leadership Effectiveness which states that leadership effec-
tiveness is contingent upon the leader's style and the favorableness 
of the situation.~ 
Significance of the Study 
~ 
It goes without saying that the success or failure of a public 
1 
school system is contingent upon the quality of leadership that is 
exerted by the principal in each of its various schools~ As the one 
individual who assists in formulating goals relevant to a particular 
school and seeks to motivate his teachers toward the achievement of 
these goals, the principal plays a role of paramount importance. His 
leadership ability is central to that role. 
2 
fThe essential significance of the present study is an attempt to 
identify or make known recognizable group-task situations within a 
particular school so that principals can be selected for positions 
which are appropriate for their leadership style, which condition, 
according to the contingency model, would make them more effective.~ 
Problem 
.JJ- One of the most pressing needs facing the public schools, not only 
in the State of Oklahoma, but throughout the United States, is that of 
"grooming" men and women to assume positions of leadership. "Grooming" 
is another term for leadership training. The concern is: what is the 
most effective and efficient method of meeting this need. At the pres-
ent time, in many public schools, an individual qualifies for a promo-
tion to a leadership position only by having been an expert teacher.~ 
The fallacy in this logic is that technical mastery in a specific field 
is not prima-facie evidence that an individual will be an effective 
leader in another. Moreover, once a promotion occurs it is usually to 
an assistant principalship to be groomed for a principal's position if 
one becomes available. The underlying assumption appears to be that 
leadership training is positively correlated with leadership effective-
ness which in turn will improve organizational performance. 
In studies conducted by Campbell, Dunnett, Lawler, and Weick 
(1970) and by Fiedler (1967), it was found that leadership training 
appears to have no effect on organizational performance. Fiedler goes 
onto infer that leadership is situational. That is, leadership which 
is effective in one situation may be ineffective in another, depending 
upon the situation. This theory is the basis of Fiedler's Contingency 
Model of Leadership Effectiveness which the present research study will 
test using secondary and elementary principals in two large suburban 
school districts as the target population. 
Purpose 
The present research study attempts to determine if there is a -..:'--
significant interaction between the principal's "leadership effective-
ness," situational favorableness and leadership style of the principal 
using Fiedler's Contingency Model as a theoretical base. A three-part 




Contingency Model: A theory of leadership effectiveness proposed 
by Fiedler, which assumes that the leader's contribution to his group's 
performance depends upon both the characteristics of the leader and 
the favorableness of the situation for the leader .1: Specifically, this 
model postulates an interaction between the leader's style of leader-
ship (task-oriented versus relationship-oriented) and the favorableness 
of the situation for the leader (relationship of the leader and members, 
the leader's position power and the amount of task structure). 
4 
'r 
Position Power: The degree to which an organization invests the 
leader with power to reward and punish, and the degree to which it gives 
~ the leader prestige. It represents the actual power at the leader's 
disposal, irrespective of one's ability or willingness to use it 
(French, 1956). 
7 Leadership Effectiveness: Leadership effectiveness is measured on 
the basis of how well the group (in this study, teachers) performs the 
major task it seeks to accomplish~ The effectiveness of the leader in 
the present study will be measured by students' standardized achievement 
test scores over a three-year period. 
High LPC Principal (Least Preferred Coworker): A high LPC princi-
pal is primarily motivated to seek "relatedness" with others (human 
relations oriented). 
Low LPC Principal (Least Preferred Coworker): A low LPC principal 
is primarily motivated by explicit competition for material and tangible 
rewards in the work setting, including praise and recognition for good 
work by superiors or the feeling of accomplishment derived from the 
knowledge that the job was well done. He is more task- than human 
relations-oriented. 
Leadership: t personal relationship in which one person directs, 
coordinates, and supervises others in the performance of a common task~ 
Task Structure: The degree to which the task (1) is spelled out 
step by step for the group, and if so, the extent to which it can be 
done according to a detailed set of standard operating instructions or 
(2) must be left nebulous and undefined. 
ff· 
Leadership Style: The underlying need structure of the individual 
that motivates his behavior in various leadership situations.~ 
Favorable Situation: The ease with which the leader is able to 
influence the group members, that is, the degree to which the group 
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task and group organization facilitates or inhibits the leader's ability 
to exert influence without incurring resistance. 
Situation: A complex of events occurring at any given time within 
an organizational setting. 
Hypothesis 
As stated previously this study investigated a three-part null 
hypothesis. 
1.0 There is no significant interaction between the principal's 
"leadership effectiveness," situational favorableness and 
leadership style of the principal. 
1.1 In either a very favorable or unfavorable situation there will 
be no significant difference between "effectiveness scores" of 
low- and high-LPC principals. 
1.2 In an intermediate situation there will be no significant 
difference in the "effectiveness scores" of high- and low-LPC 
principals. 
Scope 
The data on which this research venture is based were gathered from 
a selected group of secondary and elementary principals and a propor-
tional random sampling of teachers from two large suburban school dis-
tricts in Oklahoma. A group of teachers was selected from each school 
to which a subject principal in the study was assigned. 
Instrumentation 
Three questionnaire-type instruments were utilized in collecting 
the appropriate data for this study. Two were completed by the prin-
cipal, one of which attempted to index a principal's leadership style 
and the other assessed the principal's position power as perceived 
by the principal. The third instrument, completed by teachers, was 
designed to assess the professional climate or principal-teacher 
relations of the school to which a subject principal was assigned as 
perceived by his teachers. 
Assumptions 
For the purpose of the present research the following assumptions 
were accepted by this investigator. 
1. Effective leadership is a necessary element in the operation 
of a public school. 
2. Individuals can be arranged on a continuum at the poles of 
which two "types" can be identified. 
3. Principal effectiveness is contingent upon the favorableness 
of the principal-teacher relations. 
4. Leadership effectiveness can be accurately determined by the 
instrumentation. 
5. The scores that are reported by the LPG Scale, the Position 
Power Scale and the Professional Climate Scale represent the 
true attitudinal responses of the subjects. 
6. The process of randomization used to select the teachers 




In most research studies there are factors over which the research-
er has no control, factors which could affect the outcome. The present 
research study is not unique in this sense; its limitations are: 
1. The population was selected exclusively from two large sub-
urban school districts in Oklahoma which restricts the genera-
lizability of the results. If any generalization is done 
beyond the present sample, it should be done with caution. 
2. The validity of the responses on the instruments was dependent 
on the truthfulness of the respondents; whereas, the relia-
bility of the measuring instruments is inherent in their 
construction. 
3. In a study of this type, there is always the possibility of 
bias in the findings because of the absence of information 
from nonrespondents. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
+ 
In this chapter a review of literature is presented. · The review 
is divided into three primary sections: (1) a brief overview of lead-
ership; (2) a review of Fiedler's Contingency Model of Leadership 
Effectiveness including the basic concept of the theory as well as 
its relationship to empirical studies; and (3) a summary. q 
In this research effort, it was readily observed that much of the 
literature and research dealing with the contingency model has been 
conducted in organizations other than public schools. This is especi-
ally true of research in the United States. There have been, however, 
a limited number of studies of the contingency model conducted in 
selected public schools in Canada (McNamara and Enns, 1966; McNamara, 
1968; Martin, Isherwood and Lavery, 1976). These studies do not 
wholly relate to the present study being conducted in the two school 
districts previously mentioned. 
Leadership--A Brief Overview 
"'The term leadership is indeed an expression that is difficult to 
define succinctly. In reviewing the literature, one finds virtually 
as many different definitions of leadership as there are writers deal-




Stodgill (1950, p. 4) defines leadership "as the process of influen-
cing group activities toward goal setting and 
'K. 1' 
goal achievement." Accord-
ing to Hemphill, "Leadership is the initiating of acts that result in a 
consistent pattern of group interaction directed toward the solution of 
mutual problems" (Fiedler and Chemers, 1974, p. 13). Doll (1972) defines 
leadership as: 
••. a function requiring human behaviors which help a 
school achieve its constantly changing purposes, some 
of which are oriented toward productivity of task-
interpersonal relationship, within the school's own 
social climate and conditions (p. 17). ~ 
Fiedler's (1967) concept of a leader is: 
... the individual in the group given the task of 
directing and coordinating task-relevant group activ-
ities or who, in the absence of a designated leader, 
carries the primary responsibility for performing 
these functions in the group (p. 8). i-
In its 1960 yearbook the Association for Supervision and Curricu-
lum Development (AASA, 1960) indicated that in a free society such as 
ours leadership is situationally centered. Moreover, outside the con-
text of a specific situation a certain mode of leadership cannot operate 
with any success; a successful leadership style in one situation may not 
be effective in another. Thus, to be viewed as a leader by certain 
people does not warrant that all people will hold the same view. 
The message conveyed by all of these definitions is that leader-
ship is goal oriented with the implication that before one leads there 
must be those who explicitly or implicitly consent to follow. 
Prior to the late 1940's leadership was thought of as a personality 
trait that some individuals naturally possessed while others who were 
destined to followwereless fortunate. To select a leader one needed 
a certain amount of ingenuity to recognize the person who had these 
10 
special qualities. Little agreement, however, could be reached as to 
exactly what the personality leadership traits were. 
i This early view of leadership was laid to rest by the findings of 
Stodgill (1948) and Hemphill (1950). Their studies made it apparent 
that traits describing leadership in some outstanding persons were not 
the same as those which described leadership in others. In the review 
of the literature Stodgill (1948) concluded: 
A person does not become a leader by virtue of the posses-
sion of some combination of 'traits, but by the pattern of 
personal characteristics, activities, and goals of the 
followers •... It becomes clear that an adequate analysis 
of leadership involves not only a study of leaders, but 
also of situations (p. 64). ~ 
Group Influence 
As the concept of leadership became redefined after the trait 
theory was refuted, greater emphasis was placed on the group's influence 
and structure in determining leadership success rather than the person-
ality of one individual. Leadership came to be viewed more as a struc-
ture, less as a person. 
Cartwright and Zander (1953) described leadership as "the perform-
ance of those acts which help the group achieve its objectives." They 
suggest further that: 
Leadership consists of such acts by group members as those 
which aid in setting group goals, moving the group toward 
its goals, improving the quality of the interactions among 
group members, building the cohesiveness of the group, and 
making resources available to the group (p. 538). 
tf .. Thelan (1954, p. 3), in his wr~ti'Q.gs about leadership, suggests 
that leadership is a team approach. He stated that "the ideal team for 
leadership is the total group." "/. 
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In essence this second concept of leadership suggests that leader-
ship is in the nature of a group property. Leadership does not reside 
primarily and exclusively in an individual leader. Rather, leadership 
is viewed as a function of group structure. 
Subsequently, Mann (1959) found an apparent correlation between 
the leader's personality and leadership status in groups. Especially, 
intelligence, adjustment and extroversion appeared to be related to 
leadership status, but the correlation appeared to be very low. Even 
the intelligence score which was widely used during World War I and II 
to select military leaders was found to be poorly related to leadership 
performance. 
Based on the evidence derived from several studies which compared 
some leaders with others on different leadership tasks, the leadership 
trait theory was substantially weakened. It seems logical to infer that 
if certain people do possess unique attributes or traits which make them 
effective leaders, then these people should be effective regardless of 
the situation. This logic does not appear to withstand the test of 
research as evidenced by several significant studies. One such study 
by Fiedler (1966) showed that ratings of navy officers while on shore 
duty were not related to the ratings of these same officers while on 
shipboard duty. 
In a related study of bomber crew performance during the Korean 
War, Knoell and Forgays (1952) found that there were no consistently 
effective commanders on such similar tasks as visual bombing and radar 
bombing and no relationship between bomber crews in effectively per-
forming such tasks as navigating accurately, bombing or maintaining 
the plane. According to the implication of these studies, leadership 
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performance in one situation is not necessarily related to leadership 
performance in another situation. Thus, the leadership trait theory 
cannot be accurately utilized in selecting a person for a leadership 
position since leadership performance appears to be situationally based. 
This is also the basic premise of Fiedler's Contingency Model 
Theory, with which the present research study is concerned. 
Contingency Model 
The contingency model postulates that a group's performance is 
contingent upon two interacting variables: (1) the leader's basic 
motivation to either relate to members of the group or to achieve 
task success and (2) the degree to which the leadership situation is 
favorable in allowing the leader to exercise power and influence. 
The situational favorableness dimension, manifesting the extent 
of power and influence the situation gives the leader, is revealed by 
three sub-dimensions. In order of importance they are: (1) leader-
member relations, whether the leader feels or is accepted by the group; 
(2) task structure, the degree to which the task is clearly spelled out, 
one goal rather than many, etc., and (3) position power, the degree to 
which an organization invests the leader with power to reward and punish 
and the degree to which it gives the leader prestige. 
A very favorable situation would be one in which the leader is 
accepted by the group, has a structured task and high position power 
(e.g., a well-liked principal telling the teachers how to prepare for 
open house). A very unfavorable situation would be one in which a dis-
liked principal with little position power has an unstructured task (e.g., 
a disliked principal who is the chairperson of a strictly volunteer 
teacher committee developing a new school bussing policy). 
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t According to Fiedler's Contingency Model (1967) the leader's 
motivational system is indexed by the Least Preferred Co-Worker (LPC) 
Score which is obtained by asking a person to think of those with whom 
he has worked during his career and then to describe the one person with 
whom he could work least well. This person can either be one with whom 
one is presently working or a person with whom one has worked in the 
past. The individual who describes one's least preferred co-worker in 
relatively favorable terms, a high-LPC, is motivated to develop close 
personal relations with others. The person who describes one's LPC in 
unfavorable terms, a low-LPC, has a basic orientation in the direction 
of task accomplishment!'-
The results of a study by Hawkins (1962) showed that low-LPC leaders 
were described by others as more task- than relationship-oriented. 
Graham (1968) tested 116 life insurance agents from 18 agencies to 
determine the leader behavior of high- and low-LPC leaders. The results 
of his study supported the notion that high-LPC leaders tend to be more 
relationship oriented. 
A study by McNamara (1968) in the Canadian Public Schools showed 
that when the principal had high position power as well as high struc-
ture in a favorable situation, leadership effectiveness of low-LPC prin-
cipals was enhanced, but high-LPG principals were less effective. In 
contrast, high-LPC principals with high position power, a less-structured 
task and a situation of intermediate favorableness were more effective 
as measured by a province-wide student achievement test, while similar 
conditions tended to decrease the effectiveness of low-LPC principals. 
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Martin, Isherwood and Lavery (1976) conducted a study in Montreal 
using elementary teachers as a unit of analysis, to test Fiedler's 
Contingency Theory. The study involved forty-one English-language 
elementary schools. The findings showed that relationship-oriented 
leaders appear to be more effective in unfavorable situations and task-
oriented leaders seemed to be more effective in favorable situations, 
thus supporting the contingency model. 
A study by Nealey and Blood (1968) in the psychiatric nursing ward 
of a large Veteran's Administration hospital showed that in a structured 
situation with task motivated supervisors, head nurses (supervising 
psychiatric aides in specific tasks) were rated as performing better 
than relationship-motivated head nurses. On the other hand, the unit 
supervisors whose task was less structured performed more effectively 
when relationship oriented. 
Howley (1969) investigated the behavior of elementary principals 
by comparing their LPC score to scores derived from the Leadership 
Behavior Description Questionnaire - Form Twelve (Stodgill and Coons, 
1957). Teachers in 37 elementary schools completed the LBDQ - XII, 
which examines leader behavior in terms of twelve dimensions. He 
found low-LPC principals to be rated high on Initiation of Structure 
(clearly defines his own role and makes known what is expected by 
others) and Role Assumption (actively exercising the leadership role). 
McKague (1968) found that low-LPC principals tend to behave in a 
manner which emphasizes production and yet promotes member satisfaction. 
Such principals were controlling and managing in their relations with 
others and expected a high level of performance from them. 
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Shaw and Blum (1966) attempted to determine the effects of leader-
ship style upon group performance. Their study dealt with three tasks. 
One was highly structured and the other two were moderately unstructured. 
There were 18 groups with 5 students per group. All groups worked uni-
formly on each of the three tasks. The leader was appointed and all 
groups had a favorable atmosphere. In 9 of the groups the leaders were 
highly structured (low-LPC) in working with the members and the leaders 
in the other 9 groups were nondirective and permissive (high-LPC). As 
per the contingency model the results showed that the directive leader 
was more effective than the nondirective leader only on the structured 
task and on both the unstructured tasks the nondirective leader was 
more effective. 
Summary 
4 Much of the research and literature dealing with the contingency 
model has been conducted in organizations other than public schools. 
s.~ + 
This is especially the case in the United States. McNamara and his 
associates have tested and supported the contingency model in the 
Canadian Public Schools. 
{The term leadership is an expression that is difficult to define 
in concise terms. This is borne out in the review of the literature 
where one finds virtually as many definitions as there are writers 
dealing with the subject. 
~ 
Fiedler's Contingency Model postulates that leadership is situa-
tionally centered, coupled with the leader's motivational system 
which is indexed by one's LPC score.~ 
In a series of studies by Hawkins (1962), Fiedler (1967) and 
other researchers, the contingency model has been supported. 
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CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
V In reviewing the literature one finds that the concept of leadership 
has changed over the year. Theorists in the second quarter of this cen-
tury, Bernard (1926) and Killbourne (1935) advanced the notion that lead-
ership was based on personal qualities or traits that an individual 
possessed, which made one superior to those who were destined to follow. 
Earlier theorists, however, can be differentiated from more recent ones 
because they failed to consider the interaction between the individual 
and the situation. ' 
Fiedler (1967) proposed a contingency theory of leadership which 
postulates that leadership effectiveness is contingent upon the demands 
imposed by the situation. Moreover, the socially distant (task-oriented) 
leader has a tendency to be more effective in very favorable and very 
unfavorable situations. The human relations oriented (highly sociable) 
leader tends to be more effective in situations that impose intermediate 
leadership demands. 
")-The major objective of the present study is to test Fiedler's Con-
tingency Model of Leadership Effectiveness in the public schools on 




Described in this chapter is the method by which the population was 
determined, the sampling procedure used, the design of the instrument, 
and the method of data collection and analysis. 
Description of the Population 
and Sample 
To test the contingency model the attempt was made to locate school 
.systems that had working conditions comprising both favorable and unfav-




f The group utilized to test the research hypothesis consisted of 
..;_ j 
twelve elementary and six secondary school principals 
fV 
and 210 elementary 
and secondary teachers from two large suburban school districts in 
Oklahoma. Given the variations in the number of teachers employed at 
each of the ~· schoo_ls to which the principals were assigned, to 
achieve a greater representativeness in the teachers selected, propor-
tional random sampling (approximately 35 percent of each school's 
~-. 
teachers) was the procedure used in selecting the portion of the 
sample~ The 210 respondents were selected from a total of approxi-
mately 600. The procedure utilized in selecting the 18 principals 
(out of 37 total in both districts) was non-random in nature. Essen-
tially each principal was nominated by central office officials in 
his respective district. In participating in this research each 
principal had the option of accepting or rejecting. From District A, 
out of the original 15 named, only 4 rejected after conferring with 
this researcher. In District B all of the original 7 named chose to 
participate. 
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Instruments Used in 
Data Collection 
f There were three instruments utilized in the data collection pro-
cedure. They are the Esteem for the Least Preferred Co-Worker Scale, 
the Position Power Scale, and the Professional Climat-e Scale~ The first 
---- I 
1,J)I .~~ .J-<-," 
two instruments, which have been used quite extensively in studies by 
Fiedler, et al. (1967), and the latter in field studies by the NTL 
Institute in Bethel, Maine, are discussed below. 
Esteem for the Least Preferred 
Co-Worker Scale (LPC) 
rJ_ 
The LPC scale indexes an individual's leadership style in different 
v-
situations. It is similar to Osgood's Semantic Differential Scale 
(1957). The LPC used in the present research consists of 25 items, 
each consisting of a pair of bi-polar adjectives describing a person-
ality characteristic such as listed below. 
Accepting: 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 :Rejecting 
Each item is scored along an 8-point continuum from most to 
least favorable, with the total score being the aggregate of all the 
responses to the 25 items. According to studies conducted by Fiedler 
(1966, 1971), Hunt (1967), and Hardy (1975) leaders who describe their 
least preferred co-worker in favorable terms (score above the mean on 
the LPC Scale, high-LPG leaders) tend to be primarily human-relations 
oriented and leaders who describe their least preferred co-worker in 
unfavorable terms (low-LPC leaders, score below the mean on the LPC 
scale) tend to be more work or task oriented. The implication is that 
high- and low-LPC leaders seek to fulfill different needs in different 
leadership situations. 
Studies by Fiedler (1967) have shown that LPC scores show a high 
degree of internal consistency. Split half coefficients have been 
around .90 to .95. 
Position Power Scale 
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~ As the name implies this instrument is used to assess the authority 
the principal has over his teachers. The position power one has may 
affect the favorableness of the situation.xThe instrument under dis-
cussion consists of 18 true-false statements to determine the scope of 
the principal's authority in administering his or her respective school. 
In scoring, all false items are not scored and all true responses are 
given one point. According to Fiedler (1966), position power is the 
extent to which an organization allows the leader to reward and punish 
members of one's group and the degree to which it gives the leader pres-
tige. Here position power represents the actual authority the leader 
has, regardless of one's ability or willingness to use it. Fiedler 
(1967) felt that position power was the least important of the sub-
dimensions of situational favorableness. Based on his research he felt 
that if it affected group performance it was due to its effect on the 
interpersonal relationship between the leader and the group members. 
~Professional Climate Scale 
This instrument, which was developed in connection with the National 
Principalship Study initiated by Howard University in 1959, operationally 
• 
defines teacher-principal relationships within a school. It is a 
twenty-four item sociometric questionnaire in which a teacher is 
asked to circle a number along a continuum that best describes the 
teacher-principal relationship or situational favorableness of the 
school.~According to Fishbein, Landy and Hatch (1969) and Mitchell 
(1970), leader-member relations are considered to be the most impor-
taut sub-dimension in determining the favorableness of the situation. 
In field studies involving elementary principals, McNamara (1967) 
found that the correlation between a principal's LPC and performance 
in high group atmosphere schools (good principal-teacher relations) 
was -.48 (n = 11) while the low group atmosphere schools (poor 
principal-teacher relations) was .31 (n = 12). 
Collection of Data 
The initial contact to gain permission to conduct this research 
study was made at the central administration level of the respective 
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districts. To gain permission in District A, this researcher personally 
contacted the Director of Personnel via a phone call; the Director 
requested a copy of the study proposal for inspection by certain members 
of the central administrative staff. One week after this contact, 
this researcher conferred approximately one hour with the Directors 
of Elementary and Secondary Education and the Director of Personnel 
in District A: (1) to answer pertinent questions regarding the study, 
(2) to explain what the study attempted to determine, and (3) to list 
the procedures that were to be utilized in the ~ata gathering phase of 
the study, as well as to learn the constraints, if any existed, that 
were to be placed upon the researcher while collecting the data in the 
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various schools. Permission was granted by District A for the research 
project to be conducted in six elementary and five secondary schools. 
Essentially the same procedure was followed to receive approval to con-
duct the study in District B as was used in District A, with one 
exception. Rather than meeting with certain central administration 
individuals, this researcher contacted the Director of Research via 
a phone call for approval after the Director himself had reviewed the 
study proposal and consulted with key persons at the central adminis-
tration level. Permission was granted by District B to conduct the 
study in six elementary schools and one secondary school. 
Subsequent to receiving permission from both districts to con-
duct the study, this researcher visited personally with the principal 
in each of the eighteen schools for approximately thirty minutes 
explaining the procedures that must be followed in completing the LPC 
and Position Power Scales. Both instruments were given the principal 
after the meeting along with a stamped, addressed envelope for mailing 
after he had fully completed the instruments. Each instrument had been 
individually coded to allow the researcher to match each instrument 
with the appropriate principal. 
Also, during the meetings with the principals they were informed 
that a random sampling of their teachers would receive an instrument, 
sent by U.S. mail to their home addresses. No mention was made regard-
ing the measurement aspect of the teacher instrument. 
The second data gathering venture of this study was conducted by 
way of the Professional Climate Scale completed by a proportional random 
sampling of teachers from each of the principal's respective schools. 
This instrument was mailed to teachers accompanied by an introductory 
letter explaining the purpose of the study and how a participant, 
by completing the enclosed instrument, could render a service to 
education by furthering research in the field (See Appendices A and 
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B). Accompanying the introductory letter was a metered, self-addressed 
envelope. The letterhead as well as the self-addressed envelope con-
tained the name and address of the Oklahoma Public School Research 
Council whose full support has made this research study possible. The 
Council is a non-profit research organization affiliated with Oklahoma 
State University and the University of Oklahoma. 
In an attempt to insure a high response on the first mailing, an 
additional enclosure accompanied the introductory letter. Twenty cents 
in the form of two dimes was attached to a short, informal note (See 
Appendix A) which, in essence stated what the mailing packet contained 
and what items should be placed in the pre-addressed envelope and 
returned. The note concluded with the remark, "Now you deserve a 
break (after completing the instrument), so go have a cup of coffee 
on me!" 
A second mailing was sent to each participant, accompanied by 
another instrument, asking the participants to return it in completed 
form if they had not already done so. The timetable for mailing the 
original and follow-up letters was as follows: 
(1) Original mailing of materials, April 11, 1977; 
(2) Follow-up letter, May 1, 1977. 
These mailings yielded 109 responses from District A out of a total 
of 131 mailings, a response of approximately 83 percent. In District B 
a total of 63 responses were received out of a total of 88 mailings, a 
75 percent response (See Tables I and II). Each instrument was 
individually coded according to each school to allow the researcher to 
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The contingency model postulates that leadership effectiveness is 
determined by how well the leader motivates his group members to per-
form the assigned task. In the present research study the principal 
occupies the leadership role and his effectiveness is measured by how 
well his teachers perform their assigned task, which is promoting the 
academic growth of the students under their tutelage. The criteria 
utilized in the present study to measure the academic growth of students 
are students' standardized scores from the schools to which the princi-
pals in the study are assigned. In pursuit of this, the researcher 
secured the necessary test data from a central administration person 
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in both Districts A and B. In District A the test data were raw scores 
based on student performance on the Comprehensive Basic Test Skills 
(CBTS) published by the McGraw-Hill Company. Student CBTS scores 
represented the extent that they have mastered reading, math and lan-
guage skills. By means of the appropriate CBTS norm tables, raw scores 
were first transformed into percentile scores and then were transformed 
into Normal Curve Equivalent Scores (See Appendix C), herein referred 
to as NCEs. More will be said about NCEs in the succeeding section of 
this chapter. 
Student standardized test scores in District B were based on the 
results of student performance on the SRA Achievement Series Test, 
published by Science Research Associates. This test, similiar to 
CBTS, measures the student's cognitive growth in the areas of reading, 
math and language. The reported test results of student performance on 
the SRA in District B were based on the composite percentile score of 
each school in this study. Using the appropriate NCE table, the per-
centile scores for District B were transformed into NCE scores. 
Normal Curve Equivalents (NCEs) 
NCEs are normalized standardized scores (ESEA, Title I, 1976). 
They share these characteristics with T-scores and stanines. NCEs 
have a mean of 50, as do T-scores, and a score of 50 on both scales 
is equal to the 50th percentile of the national distribution. Gener-
ally, one NCE equals one percentile, but in specific instances this 
equality may not exist because NCEs form an equal-interval scale 
(assuming that the measured characteristic is normally distributed 
nationally). A growth of ten NCEs represents the same amount of 
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improvement for students irrespective of their location on the achieve-
ment distribution, whether they be low achievers or of average ability. 
A percentile scale does not possess this characteristic (See Figure 1 
for a comparison of NCEs and percentiles). In viewing the illustration 
in Figure 1, one can see that percentiles have a wider range at the 
ends than in the middle, while NCEs are the same size throughout the 
range of the scale. Being an equal-interval scale, NCEs can legitimately 
be aggregated and averaged. This is not the case with percentiles 
because they are not equal-interval scales. 
An NCE of 50 is at grade level regardless of the time of year at 
which testing is done and the grade level tested. A properly derived 
NCE score of 50 will always be the national average for that grade 
level. Average represents being exactly at grade level. NCEs below 
50 represent below-average achievement levels or below-grade level 
performance. An NCE of 20 is precisely the same distance below grade 
level at every grade while being "a year below grade level" as it is 
typically used, has a different meaning at each grade. Moreover, an 
NCE of 30 is always twice as far below grade level as an NCE of 40, 
while being "two years below grade level" in the traditional sense, 
is not twice as much as being one year below grade level. 
An NCE gain of zero does not indicate that students learned 
nothing. It simply indicates that the amount of learning was exactly 
what would have occurred had the students been without adequate instruc-
tion (ESEA, Title I, 1976). 
Treatment of Data 
All data from the three instruments were coded on IBM data cards 
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for use in computer tabulations. In an attempt to determine the leader-
ship style and the position power of each individual principal, the 
numerical responses to all items in the LPG instrument and the Position 
Power Scale were aggregated by computer to arrive at a separate mean 
score for each subject on each instrument. The maximum obtainable 
score on the LPG instrument is 8.0. If a principal's LPG mean score 
falls at the mid-point (4.5) or below he is considered to be task 
oriented, whereas if a principal's LPG mean score is above the mid-
point it is assumed that he is human relations oriented. On the 
Position Power Scale the maximum obtainable score is 1.0. A mean 
score above .5 on the Position Power Scale would place a principal in 
the high position power category. Conversely, a score at or below 
.5 would categorize a principal as having weak or low position power. 
In assessing principal-teacher relations in a particular school, the 
numerical responses of all teachers on the Group Climate Scale were 
aggregated and a composite mean calculated via the computer. The max-
imum mean score obtainable on the Professional Climate Scale is 120. 
If the composite mean of all respondent teachers in a school is 60 or 
below on the Professional Climate Scale, the principal-teacher relations 
are considered to be less than desirable or poor. If the respondent 
teachers' mean score on the Professional Climate Scale is above 60, the 
principal-teacher relations are desirable or good. 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
The t test is a statistical model designed to determine if two 
groups, as represented by their means, are significantly different. 
According to Popham (1967), the t test is employed to determine whether 
the mean performance on two different measures is great enough to 
establish that a significant change had occurred between the pre-
test and post-test situations. The standardized NCE scores of stu-
dents for the school years 1974-75, 1975-76, and 1976-77 will be the 
criterion utilized in the present study to evaluate the pre-test 
and post-test situations in each of the eighteen schools. 
There are three important factors to consider before describing 
a mean difference between two sets of scores as significant: (1) 
the amount of difference between the two means, (2) the variability 
of each group, or the amount of overlap between the two sample groups, 
and (3) the size of the two sample groups. To interpret these three 
factors, a general statement of clarity might be made. Ordinarily 
as the difference between the two means increases, as the size of 
the sample increases, and as the size of the variance decreases, a 
smaller t value is required to indicate a statistically significant 
difference between the two groups under study. 
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The t test formula according to Popham (1967) and the one employed 
for this study is presented below. 
t = X1 - Xz 
(~)~:) 
The interpretation of this formula is: 
t the value by which the statistical significance of the mean 
difference will be judged 
xl the mean of group 1 




the variance of group 1 
s2 
2 the variance of group 2 
Nl the number of subjects in group 1 
N2 the number of subjects in group 2 
Sununary 
This chapter has described the research and design of the study. 
A description of the population and sample involved, and the data 
collection procedures was also provided. The chapter concludes with 
an explanation of the statistical procedure used to analyze the 
descriptive data and to test the basic hypothesis. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS O~n DATA 
' . ' ·' " \ \ >~ l -
The-- data -pr-es-ented in thrs· chapter were obtained from two primary 
sources using three different instruments. The first of these was a 
Likert-type scale--The Least Preferred Co-Worker Scale (LPC)\- The 
second and third data gathering instruments utilized were the Position 
Power and the Professional Climate Scales. The instruments were con-
structed according to the standards outlined in Chapter Three. As 
~ 
stated in Chapter Th_ree, the purpose of these three instruments was 
to describe the principal's leadership style, his perceived position 
power in performing his administrative duties (LPC and Position Power 
Scales) and the principal-teacher relations (Professional Climate 
~ Scale) as viewed by the teacher. According to Fiedler's Contingency 
Model, which this study attempted to investigate, these three variables 
interact in determining the principal's leadership effectiveness; here· 
effectiveness will be measured by students' gain scores on standardized 
achievement tests over a three-year period. The selected respondents 
were building principals and classroom teachers from the principal's 
respective schools. 
In this chapter the data collected during the research study and 
an analysis of that data will be reported. A correlated t test was 
~ 
the statistical tool employed to analyze the data. The significance 
for testing each hypothesis was placed at the . OS level. "'-
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Modification of Statistics 
The initial statistical design proposed for this study was an 
analysis of variance and a correlated t test. The expected findings 
from the relevant data, however,· did not materialize, reasons for 
which will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
To fully test the contingency model in a study similar to the 
present one, there must be both high- and low-LPC principals, both 
strong and weak position power levels and both good and less than 
desirable principal-teacher relations as well as structured and 
unstructured tasks. As was first proposed an analysis of variance 
procedure and a t test were to be run in an attempt to determine 
which combination of variables related to principal effectiveness 
or ineffectiveness. As stated on preceding pages, in this study 
effectiveness relates to students' gain on standardized achievement 
tests over a three-year period. Notwithstanding the effort to gain 
all of the necessary variables to complete present research as 
originally proposed, the data revealed only task oriented princi-
pals with relatively strong position power and relatively good 
principal-teacher relations. Consequently, the analysis of variance 
technique had to be discarded and only the correlated t test utilized. 





~The analysis of data is presented in two sections. Section I, 
analysis of descriptive statistics, is presented in an attempt to 
provide a statistical picture of various data which index (1) prin-
cipal' s leadership style, (2) principal's position power, and (3) 
principal-teacher relations.~ Popham (1967, p. 132) describes 
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descriptive statistics as " •.. statistical techniques which are used to 
describe data •.• useful to summarize sets of numerical data such as test 
scores." 
Section II, analysis of inferential statistics, examines the 
findings relating to the relevant hypothesis of this study. Given 
the three independent variables of leadership style, position power 
and leader-member relations, a correlated t test was used to measure 
degree of gain made by students as per standardized achievement scores 
from 1974-75 through the 1976-77 school year. 
Section I: Descriptive Statistics 
Findings Related to Principal~' 
Leadership Style 
The LPC instrument (Appendix B) consisting of 25 like and unlike 
statements on a continuum from 1 to 8, with a maximum mean of 8.0 and 
a minimum mean 1.0, indexed each principal's leadership style. Leader-
ship style was dichotomized at 4.5 which is the mid-point of the mean 
range. A principal who scored above the mid-point was indexed as a 
human relations oriented leader and a mean at or below the mid-point 
was categorized as task oriented. 
Table III contains a listing of each principal's mean score on the 
LPC instrument. The data reported a high of 3.96 for number 14 princi-
pal and a low of 1.72 for principal number 2. Obviously none of the 18 
principals had a score which placed them in the human relations category 
(a mean of 4.5 or above). The table also contains a standard deviation 





















DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS RELATING TO THE 
LEADERSHIP STYLE OF PRINCIPALS 
Standard 
N Mean Deviation 
25 3.60 1.22 
25 1. 72 1.59 
25 3.12 0.83 
25 3.56 1.87 
25 3.08 1.07 
25 3.00 0.91 
25 2.64 1.81 
25 3.32 1.62 
25 3.12 0.97 
25 3.60 2.23 
25 3.32 2.17 
25 3.16 1.31 
25 3.12 1. 78 
25 3.96 3.20 
25 2.72 1. 30 
25 2.80 0.95 
25 3.16 1. 70 






















Findings Related to Principals' 
Position Power 
The position power scale contains 18 true-false statements to 
which a principal responds based on his perception of the power he 
wields in administering his school. A score of 1 was given each true 
statement and each false statement was given a score of 0. The maxi-
mum and minimum mean possible score is 1.0 and .0 respectively. 
With the mid-point of the mean range being at the .5 level on 
the Position Power Scale, a principal's mean score above .5 manifests 
strong position power. Conversely, a mean score at or below .5 indi-
cates that a principal has weak position power in administering his 
respective school. 
Table IV lists each principal's mean score on the Position Power 
Scale as well as the standard deviation and the standard error of the 
mean. Among the 18 principals the data revealed a high mean of .94 
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for principal 10. and a low of .55 for principal number 6. No principal 
obtained mean score below .5, which places all 18 principals in the 
high position power category. 
Findings Related to Principal-
Teacher Relations 
The Professional Climate Scale (PCS) (See Appendix B) consists 
of 24 statements describing principal-teacher working relations as 
perceived by the teacher. Along a seven-step scale teachers circle 
the number that best represents the perceived behavior of their prin-
cipal. For any one group of teachers in any one of the 18 schools, a 





















DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS RELATING TO 
PRINCIPALS' POSITION POWER 
Standard 
N Mean Deviation 
18 .66 .48 
18 .83 .38 
18 .88 .32 
18 .83 . 38 
18 .88 .32 
18 .55 .51 
18 .61 .50 
18 . 77 .42 
18 .66 .48 
18 . 94 .23 
18 . 66 .48 
18 . 72 .46 
18 .83 .38 
18 .83 .38 
18 .83 . 38 
18 .72 .46 
18 .88 .32 






















above 60, which is the mid-point of the maximum mean possible, mani-
fests good principal-teacher working relations. Whereas, a mean 
score of 60 or below indicates less than desirable principal-teacher 
relations. 
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As shown in Table V, the results of the data from the PCS among 
the 18 schools lists a high mean of 102 for school 6, good principal-
teacher relations, and a low mean of 55 for number 11 school, less 
than desirable principal-teacher relations. As can be seen in Table 
V, only school 11 scored below the mid-point of 60. Table VI presents 
a composite view of the leadership style of all 18 principals with 
the accompanying variables of position power, principal-teacher rela-
tions and standardized test scores from 1974-75 through 1976-77. 
Section II: Inferential Statistics 
The independent variables in this study were leadership style of 
the principal as well as position power, task structure and principal-
teacher relations which make up the situational favorableness dimension. 
The mean score on the various instruments was utilized to dichotomize 
each of these as strong/weak or high/low. The dependent variables 
were students' standardized test scores from year 1974-75 (Year I) 
through the 1976--77 (Year III) school term. 
The data were analyzed by using a correlated t test, given the 
independent variables of this study, to determine if there were signifi-
cant gains manifested in students' standardized test scores over the 
three-year period. 
The original hypothesis proposed for this study was a three-part 

































































RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SITUATIONAL FAVORABLENESS, 
LEADERSHIP STYLE, AND PRINCIPAL EFFECTIVENESS 
AS PER STANDARDIZED SCORES 
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Prof. Task Position Q) Q) i:: 'U .--; 
•r-1 Climate Structure Power ctl :>-. 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 I-< Q) .µ 
i:i... ...:I oo 
1 Good High Strong Task 40.0 49.07 49.02 
2 Good High Strong Task 43.46 49.9 53.68 
3 Good High Strong Task 45.26 54.42 54.14 
4 Good High Strong Task 43.76 52.2 55.26 
5 Good High Strong Task 44.06 50.78 52.78 
6 Good High Strong Task 52.73 58.68 61. 72 
7 Good High Strong Task 54.8 53.7 54.06 
8 Good High Strong Task 55.9 56.2 57.3 
9 Good High Strong Task 54.2 52.6 51.06 
10 Good High Strong ·Task 61. 7 59.9 60.26 
11. Poor High Strong Task 50.8 51. 8 51.43 
12 Good High Strong Task 53.33 55.86 67.0 
13 Good High Strong Task 58.7 54.8 49.5 
14 Good High Strong Task 56.8 64.16 68.5 
15 Good High Strong Task 57.0 54.8 69.56 
16 Good High Strong Task 55.7 58.33 67.56 
17 Good High Strong Task 55.86 53.63 66.83 
18 Good High Strong Task 55.9 53.2 67.36 
*Percentile ranks corrected to normal curve equivalent scores 
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to in the present chapter, the data did not reveal the expected indepen-
dent variables, consequently only a portion (H 1.0) of the original 
0 
hypothesis will be tested. 
Analysis of Findings 
According to Fiedler's Contingency Model (1967), a task oriented 
leader (principal as it relates to the present study) in a favorable 
situation, i.e., high position power, task structure, and good leader-
member relations, will successfully lead his group toward completing 
the major assigned task. Data revealed that, with the exception of 
principal 11, whose principal-teacher relations were less than desir-
able, all principals met the above criteria. Therefore, they should 
display effective leadership. As stated previously, principal effec-
tiveness in this study will be judged according to gains made in stu-
dents' standardized test scores. 
Hypothesis 1.0 Examined 
H 
0 
1.0 - There is no significant relationship between the 
principal's leadership effectiveness, the favor-
ableness of the situation and the leadership 
style of the principal. 
Since a t test can only be used with two groups at a time, three 
tests have been computed, as evidenced by Tables VII, VIII, and IX. The 
total mean scores of the students in all of the eighteen schools each 
year were compared by the correlated t test to determine if there had 
been a significant change in scores from Year I (1974-75) through Year 
III (1976-77). 
As Table VII shows a t score of -1.42 was obtained for Year I 
through Year II (1975-76). At the .05 significance level, it was not 
sufficient to reject H 1.0, thus there appeared to be no significant 
0 
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gain in the mean of students' scores between these two years. In order 
to reject H at the .05 level it would be necessary for the score to 
0 





T SCORES REFLECTING GAINS IN STUDENTS' STANDARDIZED 
TEST SCORES FROM YEAR I (1974-75) 
THROUGH YEAR II (1975-76) 
No. x SD Df t 
18 52.2 6.20 34.0 -1.42 





t sig. = 2.03 
Analysis was made to determine whether there were gains in students' 
test scores from Year II through Year III. Table VIII indicates that a 
correlated t score of -2.08 was obtained which, at the .05 level, lends 
support for rejection of H0 1.0. In order to accept H0 at the .05 






T SCORES REFLECTING GAINS IN STUDENTS' STANDARDIZED 
TEST SCORES FROM YEAR II (1975-76) 
THROUGH YEAR III (1976-77) 
No. x SD Df t 
18 54.6 3. 77 34.0 -2.08 






::;;;;;: . 05 
= 2.03 
Table IX shows that a t score of -2.86 was obtained when the corre-
lated t test was used with significance at the .05 level. The data in 
Table X reflects considerable gains in students' scores over the three 
years from Year I through Year III, which is strong evidence for rejec-
ting H0 • (H0 1.0 rejected.) 
Summary 
This chapter has presented the findings of this study in two sec-
tions. Section I dealt with the descriptive statistics and Section II 
presented the inferential statistics of this research. 
From the descriptive statistics relating to principal's leadership 
style and situational favorableness, it was found that all eighteen 
principals were indexed by the three instruments utilized as task 
oriented, with high position power and (with the exception of princi-
pal 11 who had less desirable principal-teacher relations), each one 
appeared to relate well with his teachers. 
TABLE IX 
T SCORES REFLECTING GAINS IN STUDENTS' STANDARDIZED 
TEST SCORES ~ROM YEAR I (1974-75) 
THROUGH YEAR III (1976-77) 
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Sig. 
Year No. x SD Df t Level 
I 18 52.2 6.20 34.0 -2.86 .05 
III 18 58.7 7.35 34.0 -2.86 .OS 
t sig. I= 2.03 
Since the data did not reveal the necessary variables to test H0 
as originally proposed, the research only dealt with a portion of H0 , 
H0 1. 0. 
In Section II of this chapter the inferential statistics revealed 
no significant gains in student NCE scores in the eighteen schools from 
Year I to Year II as manifested by t scores. From Year II to Year III 
and from Year I to Year III, however, this was not the case. There were 
significant gains posted in students' scor~ from Year II through Year 
III as determined by a t test at the .05 level. Even greater gains in 
I 
scores were shown to have occurred over the three years from Year I 
through Year III. 
The findings in Table VII support H 1.0 and in Tables VIII and 
0 
IX the results provide evidence for rejection of H0 1.0. 
As stated on prior pages the independent variables (effectiveness 
variable) in this study are student achievement scores. Therefore, 
(given the correct combination of variables which this study possessed) 
to be considered effective principals, they (the eighteen principals) 
must lead their teachers in accomplishing the major assigned task. 
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The task described is that of promoting the academic growth of students. 
Based on this premise, when students failed to post academic gains the 
principals are considered ineffective leaders. Consequently, from 
1974-75 through 1975-76 students' NCE scores in the eighteen schools 
to which the eighteen principals were assigned did not manifest signifi-
cant gains, thus the principal's leadership efforts were ineffective. 
From 1975-76 through 1976-77, there were significant gains made in 
students' NCE scores in the eighteen schools, which according to the 
contingency model manifests leadership effectiveness. When analyzing 
the principals' effectiveness data over the three years from 1974-75 
through 1976-77, overall, the principals according to Fiedler's Model 
(1967) appeared to manifest effective leadership. There were signifi-
cant gains posted in students' achievement scores during these periods. 
Chapter Five includes the summary, conclusion, discussion, and 
recommendations for the present research study. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sunuuary 
The purpose of the present investigation was to determine if there 
is a significant interaction between the principal's "leadership effec-
tiveness," situational favorableness and leadership style of the prin-
cipal using Fiedler's Contingency Model of Leadership Behavior has a 
base. Specifically an attempt was made to assess the leadership effec-
tiveness of 18 public school principals in two large suburban school 
districts in Oklahoma; the effectiveness criterion being gains made in 
students' standardized test scores. 
Originally the study proposed a three-part H0 , but failure to 
obtain the proper combination of independent variables from the data, 
restricted the investigation to testing only one phase of the initial 
H0 , H0 1. 0. 
It was hypothesized there would be no significant relationship 
between the principal's "leadership effectiveness," situational 
favorableness and leadership style. 
Relevant data were collected from principals and teachers via 
three instruments. The LPC Instrument which indexed a principal's 
leadership style as either task- or human relations-oriented and the 
Position Power Scale which assessed the principal's authority, as 
46 
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perceived by the principal in administering his school, were completed 
by each principal in the study. The Professional Climate Scale which 
evaluated principal-teacher relations was completed by a random sampling 
of teachers from each school. The two instruments completed by the 
principals were delivered to each individual personally by this 
researcher. All 36 instruments were accurately completed and returned 
to this researcher's Oklahoma State University address within one week 
of the delivery date. The Professional Climate Scale was mailed to 
each individual teacher's home address accompanied by an introductory 
letter explaining the purpose of the study and a stamped addressed 
envelope for return mailing. From District A, 83 percent of the 
teacher responses were received (109 out of 131) and of the 83 mailings 
sent to teachers in District B, 63 were returned, representing a 75 
percent yield. 
The data from the 18 principals and 172 teachers were card punched 
and a computer program established to ascertain the mean, standard 
deviation, and standard error of the mean in an attempt to assess each 
principal's leadership style, position power and principal-teacher rela-
tions. With the exception of principal 11 whose relations with his 
teachers appear to be relatively less desirable, the data indicated 
that all principals were task-oriented leaders, with high position 
power and all experienced relatively good relations with their teachers. 
Based on the gains in students' standardized test scores during the three 
school terms from year one through year three, the attempt was to deter-
mine if this homogeneous group of principals was effective or ineffective 
leaders. A correlated t test, significant at the .05 level, was utilized 
to analyze this phase of the study and a summary of the findings is 
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reported in the sub-section which follows. 
Summary of Findings 
A correlated t score of -1.42 with 34.0 degrees of freedom revealed 
that from Year I through Year II, gains made in students' scores were 
not significant. From Year II through Year III, however, there were 
significant gains posted by students' standardized test scores within 
the 18 principals' schools as indicated by a t score of -2.08 with 34.0 
degrees of freedom. These data reported even greater gains in students' 
standardized test scores from Year I compared to Year III evidenced by 
a t score of -2.86 with 34.0 degrees of freedom. 
Conclusions 
According to the contingency model, given the combination of 
independent variables secured from the data in this study, i.e., task 
leadership style, strong position power, a specific task, and good 
principal-teacher relations, a principal should be an effective leader. 
Effectiveness was defined as the group's performance on the group's 
primary assigned task, e.g., teachers promoting the academic growth 
of their students as measured by standardized test scores. 
Within the limits of this study established by H 1.0, it can 
0 
be tentatively concluded from the data analysis that a principal whose 
leadership style is task-oriented, who has high position power, a speci-
fie task to accomplish, and good relations with his teachers, will be 
an effective leader. Thus, the results of this study suggest support 
for Fiedler's Contingency Model of Leadership Effectiveness. 
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Discussion 
Perhaps because the findings of this research venture did not allow 
a full test of the hypothesis under investigation, there appeared to 
be additional questions generated. For example, why the homogeneity 
in leadership style and relatively favorable situations among the 18 
principals which prevented this researcher from fully testing H as 
0 
originally proposed? This may have been caused by the non-random 
procedures used in selecting the principals (they we~e selected by 
central office personnel in their respective districts with the option 
to participate or not to participate in the study) or perhaps the prin-
cipals have been able to attract those teachers who enjoy working with 
' a task-oriented principal. This desire promotes a more favorable situa-
tion and allows the principal to be a more effective leader. 
A second question was raised regarding the effects of students' 
IQ or ability scores and ultimately the principal's leadership effective-
ness. Everything being equal, would a principal whose students are of 
average ability be as effective as a principal with an above-average 
student body? According to the contingency model, ability would not 
be a factor given a competent staff and equal facilities in both 
schools. 
A third question could be posed in regard to how much influence 
do teacher-student relations have on the students' standardized test 
scores, thus the effectiveness criterion of the principal? Based on 
Fiedler's Theory (1967) one could hypothesize, given a competent staff, 
good principal-teacher relations, the teachers' satisfaction with their 
work situation would cause them to build good rapport with their stu-
dents, which in turn would promote learning. On the other hand what 
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effect would a task oriented principal with poor teacher relations have 
on students' academic growth, thus principal's leadership effectiveness? 
If we stay within the logic supported by the contingency model the prin-
cipal should demonstrate effective leadership. The teachers would not 
be remiss for fear of retaliation from the principal. 
Even though each question posed in this section has received a 
probable answer, to fully and perhaps accurately respond to each, the 
need for empirical research is in order. 
Failure of the data to corroborate H may have implications for 
0 
those who are responsible for selecting individuals for the principal-
ship. It seems that circumspection must be exercised by school officials 
to bring together the proper combination of leadership style and situa-
tional favorableness in order to effectively achieve the established 
educational goals. Situational favorableness includes position power 
of the principal, the task to be achieved and principal-teacher rela-
tions. This may require those responsible for selecting principals to 
be able to diagnose group task situations so that they can select prin-
cipals for schools best suited for their leadership style or transfer 
principals in existing positions to situations which will allow them to 
be more effective leaders. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The findings of this study appear to warrant the following recom-
mendations for further research. 
1. Replication of this research inquiry, involving a larger popula-
tion sample, randomly chosen, from a variety of districts in an 
attempt to identify the full range of independent variables 
necessary to test every aspect of Fiedler's model. Perhaps 
a pilot study would be helpful in this respect. 
2. Construct a research model that will assist school officials 
in identifying the leadership style and task group situation 
that is conducive to an individual principal's leadership 
effectiveness. 
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3. Research to determine the effects of teacher-student relations 
on principal leadership effectiveness. 
4. Further research to determine the effects of leadership train-
ing on a principal's leadership effectiveness. 
5. Replicate this study using the evaluation of principals by 
their supervisors as the effectiveness criterion in addition 
to student standardized test scores. 
6. Replicate the study using the evaluation of principals by 
their supervisors as the sole effectiveness criterion. 
7. Research using the students' evaluation of the principal and 
teacher as the effectiveness criterion in assessing a princi-
pal' s leadership effectiveness. 
Concluding Statement 
It is the desire of this researcher that this inquiry has added 
insight into a portion of the conditions that must exist for a princi-
pal to effectively promote the academic growth of the students to whom 
he is responsible. 
The results of this study are comparable with other studies sup-
porting Fiedler's Theory during the last two decades. 
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_ .tr..,----~KLAHOMA STAT-~~Vl:.RSITY- STILLWATER---------
.,.,,- OKLAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
A.I I ll I A. t I l • l· f'-11 '/lfi. ~,r I I~'> 
rt .. · Un" c•1•.1l'J:' rd Oklch,,,,,,1 
Okl.tl·.onH1 •,·,11r llnnt"•··•iv 
Dear Colleague: 
~Tll l.WA l ll". OKLAHOMA 74074 
April 11 , 1977 OFFICE or 1 HE [X[CUTIVE ~~CJ.(ET.1-.r, y 
Gund('1'.>cn Hall, Room _-1G9 
F'hnn< 37:? 6211, ext 6.l.t1 1 
As a dedicated educator in this state, you can render a service to edu-
cation by further research in the field. You have been chosen through a 
careful process of random sampling from among your col leagues, to be one of 
the participants in this research. The purpose of this study is to index 
leadership c;tylr~s of school administrators to determine the relationship 
between leadership style rind leadership effectiveness. As a doctoral 
candidate in Educational Administration at Oklahoma State University, I 
feel that with your h0lp my study can make a worthwhile contribution to 
further the understanding of educational leadership in Oklahoma. 
You can be assured that all precautions will be taken for your responses 
to remain anonymous and all response questionnaires will be destroyed 
after the data has been utilized. The results of the study will be made 
available to you upon request. 
Thank you very much for your enthusiastic cooperation. Have a good day! 
Yours truly, 
~Cl.~ 
Harold A. Greenwood 
Research Associate 
Oklahoma Public School Research Council 
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Smile! 
Now that you have the instrunEnt packet in hand, check to see that it 
is complete. It should include a letter of introduction, instructions on 
hovJ to complete the instrument and the instrument itself. Read the intro-
ductory instructions carefully. Now proceed to fill out the Data Questionnaire. 
Knowing that your time is valuable, the instrument has been kept simple. 
It should not take long to complete. When you have finished, check to see 
that you have follm·1ed the directions and the the Data sheet is completely 
fil 1 ed out. 
NOW, place the instrument back in the self addressed envelope. Make 
sure nothing hils been omitted. Return the envelope. 
Thank you so much for your vJOndcrful cooperation. Wasn't that easy? 
Now you deserve a break, so go have a cup of coffee or a coke on me! 
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OKLAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
A/TILIA rru UNIVtRSlrlES UKU\/IOMA STATE UNIVER5nY OFFICE OF Tl-IE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Tlw U111v1•1\1tv of Q/,J1ht1m.1 Stil/wator, Okl,~l1onw Gundersen Hall, Room 309 
Ok/,!IH1rn,1 St.iu• Umv1·n;11v 74074 Pho111! 312·G27 l, Ext. 6461 
'cecentl,I' yuu were mailed a questionaire whic'•1, ir, essenc<;, 
des crib ~s t-: •e Professional clmate of your school at: you 
perceivcc it. IJ you have inadvertentlv failed tu return 
vour instrument, would you please do so rip:trt awa:v. If 
you have returned it, Tha.nlc~ and di~;rr~g1.rd tl•is let; I.er. 
In t 11e j nitial correspondence you received a11d in tl.e present 
lettc;r, l hope that I have conveved to vou the importance 
you pl<tv in thi~ re:Je tr ch study. . 
Thank You, 
PS. ::nclosed is another questionaire in case yc·u have 
misplaced yours. 
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People JHfer in the ways they think about those with whom they work. 
Ttd s may be important in working with others. 
On the following sheet(s) are pairs of words which are opposite in 
mP;;.ning such as very supportl ve and hostile. You are asked to describe 
the person with whom you can work least wall by placing an "X" in one of 
! h eight spaces on :.he l"i.ne between the two words. It may be someone you 
work with now, or 'i.t may be someone you knew in the past. The person docs 
no, have to be a person you liked least well, but should be the person with 
whom you had the mo~~. t J.ifflcul ty ir! ge t..ting a job done. 
Listed below are examples: 
(ri.;te: ~:caler; may alternate) 
1··;. .. '·.p le 
If you ordl..narily Lh1 nk of this person as being somewhat supportive you 
.,,,,, '..:l mF.trk it. with a1 "X" in ::;par,e nu:nber 6. 
.;1,oporltve x 
8 7 6 5 4 
Eostile 
J 2 
< (/I n (/1 (/1 (/1 (/l (I) (/l ;:i'" 
<I> i::: i::: i;:: 0 i;:: f-' i;:: f-'O 
i"i 'd .... 'TJ j3 'd 1-'·'d ,.... (/1 
'< 'O c+ 'd <11 'd oq 'd (JQ (' .. 
0 <I> 0 2; 0 ::J" 0 ::!' ,.... 
i"i i"i ::!' 'i c+ "'S i:-1- /'"_,, 
rt c' p.i rt f-' rt f-' (1) 
f- ,._,.. c+ ,._,.. '< t-'" '< < < ·~ < <D ro ro <I> 
rn ;:J D ;;:J" < ::r' 
0 0 i:: 0 ro 0 
;::I (fl ,.... IJl 
~ fJl <D <:+ c+ c+ c+ :a: !-'- (I) !-'- \-" 
;:J .... f-' 
,_, 
llJ <I> <D CD 
rt 
lf you wou.ld : h:L n% of +.h \.s perr;on as beiw,; somewhat Hos'.i le you wou1 d 
n.1' an "X" in the 5;vr·e a.hove number J. 
'.'.'.x::i rr11) le 21 
)' • .. ·1 I+·· x fuoportive 
2 3 l.j. '1 6 7 8 
< :·1· . ~-, ;:r g ::i lll ;;:J" (Q CJ) CJ) Ul .0 r.n < (Jl (I) 0 s::: 0 0 •·-' 0 .._. !:'. 0 c i:: s::: (1) i:: 
'1 (fl r·''" { '~ ::i IJl ~'· ~1 ,_.. 'U a "O ,._,."d t-j 'Cl ~ ,, (. .. ·';) ,. ()q c+ oci 'd <ll 'O rt 'Cl '< 'd 1-·· (1) .'lo: ~-·· ;.s ...... ::J 0 ~ 0 ('I) 0 0 - ' -' t-·' ,,. r-' r' I'; ;s i"i "'S ti !l) ·,'l' r· (!) ,_ J C1) .... c• Pl , .. c+ c+ 
'-< '< ...... c+ ,.,. )·A ,._,.. 
< < < < 
(1) (!) (tl CD 
Loolr at tile wor::1.; at t1ot.h ends of the line before y 011 put in your 
··x . l'l<'a~:e rememtier th;.,• :.nere are no rigti:. or wrc•ng an;.;wers; your 
f'ir :' .:;u:<.:wer :,, '.ik·,·:,: ;_o be the hesi.. Plea::e io noi.. omi'~ any items 
:;n i mark 0acr, 1 tern ~· · y :J•1ce. 
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Very Conti,ntecJ - Not Contented 
8 7 6 5 t, 3 2 1 
Very Stubburn Not Stubborn 
1 2 ') 5 6 7 8 
Not Innovative Very Innovative 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Very ~~~~a~. in ing Not Clear Thinking 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Very Tense Not Tense 
l 2 3 I+ 5 6 7 8 
Not Abrupt Very Abrupt 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not !lard-
working Very Hardworking 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Not Studious Very Studious 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Very 
Sympath0tic Not Sympathetic 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Very Patient Not Patient 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Very Re Jiab le Not Reliable 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not llejectccl Very Dejected 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not Silly Very Silly 
3 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not 
Enthusiastic Very Enthusiastic 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Vt'ry 
SPlf-confident Not Self-confident 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not Ilg 1-1'c'ab le Very Agreeable 
2 3 !+ 5 6 7 8 
Not 
Product i. V<' Very Productive 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ,, 8 
Not Easily 
Discouraged Discouraged Very Easily 




Advvnturous Not Adventurous 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not i.<lllCJy Very Lmwly 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not Sociable Very Sociable 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Not 
Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Very 
Ambitious Not Ambitious 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Not 
Uncertain 
of llimself Very Uncertain of HLnself 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Very 
Effici vnt Not Efficient 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Po~ition Power Scale 
doing c-.o, relate c·aieli one to your present po<,i tion, then respc,nd by 
m;:rking ;·,n "X" in U1e appropriate true-false column. (Please rps.pond 
to ;;1] of "Che siaiements) 
J. ___ True •• .i•aJ.c:e You have to c0nsult with your ir;-.rr,edi2te 
supervisor when making decisions reg2rding 
the admi ni stra1:-i.on of your school. 
2. ___ True, .Fal~~e ___ Teachers in your building c.re supportive of 
policies set forth by you as the principa1. 
J. ___ True .• Fa!.se ___ You can recommend punishment or re¥2rd of 
teachers to your immediate supervisor and 
expect your recommendations to be fellowed. 
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l~. ____ True,.L,L01 You can punish or rew2.rd yc•ur te2dwrs. on your 
own 2ccord. 
:_,, ___ True, ,F'2lse You can effect (or recommend) promotion or 
dernot1 on or you can recoIBrnend t.h2-t a teacher 
change one's 1.eaching dut5es as Jong 2s one 
is certified ~ D the area. 
b, ____ True •• FaJse ___ You are the 2.cknowledged Je2der of your school. 
7, . ___ True. ,F2lse ____ Your opinion is accorded considerat,Je respect 
and attention by your teachers, 
8. . ___ True •• F2l:o:e___ Your special knowledge ill the fj eld of educa-
SI, ____ True .• ~·,1.se 
tion permits you to decide how the school 
operates. 
You insiruct your te2chers in ways to carry 
out. the t2sk of t.e2chiDg st:den1s .. 
10. . ______ True. ,1":,J se __ Ynur a:pproval or dis2-pprovc.J as the priridpaJ 
has a positive jrifluence on teacher behavjor 
at E'chool. 
1 L ___ True .• J.''1l~;e ___ You are expeci.e:'J t.o moti v2.t.e teachers, 
'l.2. True .. l··.l~e Ynu are expecteci to evaluate the teacher's 
performance jn The cJ2ssroom. 
When you c;.sk teaci1ers to p'?r; <>r'fl• dutieE 
(i~p~rvl~ory, co~plete report~. etc) other 
U an the:i r t.c2.clii ng du-tiP~' U"«',Y ci.o so w:i th-
01it cle 1 coy. 
11.J. ___ _'Jnrn •• F'aLo;e ___ Your t.ec.chers feel you have the knowledge to 
proper] y ma.ke suggestj ons about and eva.luai e 
ea.ch teacher, 
1r;, ___ Trie. ,False ___ The i.e!'lr.hers feeJ you know-your own jot; as 
well as ear.h teacher's job and could step in 
and teach a class :if adecuate lesson plans 
riere :.cv2ilabJe. 
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16, J'ruc,,fa1se ____ You, as the prjn~'ipal, enjoy speda,l status 
whjch sets you apart from or ahove the teach-
ers during the school d2y, 
17, _____ True, . false 
18. ___ True, ,Fa,lse 
Ynur posHion as the prjnripc.l ]s dependent 
on the teachers: the teachers can repJace or 
0ispos.e of you if they so cie:=~red, 
As the principaJ :if your school, you are 
respected and receive specjal st2tus during 
non-school nours. 
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Professional Climate Scale 
Listed below are a series of statements that describe the working 
relations you have with the principal under which you are presently 
assigned. In answering, please circle the one number in each row that 
best describes the behavior of your principal. For Example: 
0 - Never 
1 - Almost Never 
2 - Occasionally 
3 - Frequently 
4 - Almost Always 
5 - Always 
x - I do not know 
Is a very innovative administrator 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
After reading each statement look at both ends of the continuum before 
you circle a number. Please remember there are no right or wrong 
answers; your first answer is likely to be the best. Please do not 
omit any items and mark each item only once. 
1. Gives teachers the feeling that their 
work is an "important activity" 
2. Gives teachers the feeling that they 
can make significant contributions to 
improving the classroom performance 
of their students 
3. Takes a strong interest in my 
professional development 
4. Makes teachers' meetings a valuable 
educational activity 
5. Helps to eliminate weaknesses in his 
school 
6. Treats teachers as professional 
workers 
7. Helps teachers to understand the 
sources of important problems they 
are facing 
8. Displays a strong interest in improv-
ing the quality of educational 
programs 
9. Brings to the attention of teachers 
educational literature that is of 



















3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
3 4 5 x 
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10. Has constructive suggestions to 
offer teachers in dealing with their 
major problems 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
11. Gets teachers to upgrade their 
performance standards in their 
classrooms 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
12. Maximizes the different skills 
found in the faculty 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
13. Makes a teacher's life difficult 
because of his administrative 
ineptitude 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
14. Runs conferences and meetings in 
a disorganized fashion 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
15. Has the relevant facts before 
making important decisions 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
16. Displays inconsistency in his 
decisions 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
17. Procrastinates in his decision 
making 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
18. Requires teachers to engage in 
unnecessary paper work 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
19. Displays integrity in his 
behavior 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
20. Puts you at ease when you talk 
with him 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
21. Makes those who work with him 
feel inferior to him 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
22. Develops a real interest in 
your welfare 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
23. Develops a "we" feeling in working 
with others 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
24. Rubs people the wrong way 0 1 2 3 4 5 x 
APPENDIX C 
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES OF THE NORMAL CURVE 
EQUIVALENT TABLE AND THE COMPREHENSIVE 
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A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF THE 
COMPREHENSIVE BASIC TEST 
SKILLS (CBTS) TABLE 
Ra\N Scores 
L:>nge!a~~ Mathematics 
I ! .. . ! I ii I Cncpt & 
Ex pr Spell l'v1ech Total !j Compu Appli Total 
21-22 33-34 2 C-2 3 6S-79 24-28 23-25 45-~3 
32 lc-l'l 63 D 22 43-44 
17 60-67 22 •2 
2 c :" o5 2 I 21 41 
31 15 c4 20 3 S·-4C 
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